
English 4H: Humanities  
Summer Reading Assignment  

 
*Please join the Google Classroom page using this code: gazpwmq 

 
 

Welcome to Humanities!  
Although the focus of this course is the study of literature, each work is discussed within 
its historical and cultural context. This course is designed to integrate literature, history, 
art, music and philosophy, with a focus on how one art form illuminates another. 
Emphasis is placed on how human values, beliefs, and emotions are expressed through 
art forms, and historical and social movements.  
 
 
The Summer Reading Assignment is composed of three parts:  

● Part 1: Reading and annotations on Tim O’Brien’s collection of short stories, 
The Things They Carried. The PDF of this novel can be found on the Google 
Classroom page. 

● Part 2: Written claims on your choice of prompts and story elements 

● Part 3: Google Classroom post: artwork along with context and commentary 

 
 
Due Dates:  

● All parts of the assignment will be due on September 13, 2022. 

● Part 3 may be posted earlier if you have adequate access to technology.  

○ If you enroll at the high school after August 1st, you will have until October 
1st to complete these assignments. Please see me in September for 
guidance. 

 
 
  



Part 1: Annotations 
 

● As you read The Things They Carried by Tim O’Brien, you will take notes in 
either a Google Doc (preferred) or composition notebook (provided at pickup). 

● The rubric for annotations is attached. 

 

Notes on each story must include: 

● The title as the heading 

● 1-2 sentence summary of the plot, including the setting 

● 1-2 sentence summary of a main character’s primary motivations (please 
note: each story focuses on different characters) 

● 2-3 striking, interesting, or evocative quotes  

● Label each of these quotes with a relevant theme (see the attached list 
for suggestions) 

● 1 or more questions–literal (closed) and/or open-ended (for discussion and 
interpretation) are acceptable 

 

Please focus your notes on the following themes: 

➔ Institutional power (i.e. government, military, schools, religious organizations) 

➔ Conformity and rebellion 

➔ Characters’ beliefs and values  

➔ Community  

➔ Impact of trauma on individuals 

➔ Coping with loss or change 

➔ Truth in story-telling 

➔ Emotional responses (of characters, narrator, or reader) 

 



Part 2: Written Claims 

Choose 3 of the following writing prompts. Write a 1-3 sentence statement for each of 
your 3 choices. Be concise and specific in your word choices.  

Focus on one  story per prompt chosen. 

A. How does a main character exhibit a change? 

B. How does the author use imagery to evoke an emotional response from the 
reader? (specify the image and articulate the emotion) 

C. How does the author develop the reader’s insight on a specific theme? 

D. Compare and contrast two characters’ emotional responses to an event. 

 

 

Part 3: “A Real Piece of Work” 

● Find an artistic depiction of war (or the impact of war). 

○ This may be a painting, sculpture, poem, film or documentary scene, 
scene from a book, political cartoon, piece of graffiti, song, or any other 
form of art.  

● Spend some time looking at it. You should know it very well by the time you post 
about it. 

● In Google Classroom, post the work of art to the stream. In your post, also: 

○ Provide the title of the piece and the name of the artist.   

○ Explain the historical and cultural context of the piece: what event(s) or 
experience(s) inspired the artist? (1-3 sentences) 

○ Make a brief statement about how you view the message of the piece: 

■ What is it revealing to you about war? About human nature?  

■ How does the maker seem to view war and institutional violence? 
What statement(s) are they making? 

 


